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Let T be a congruence on a full regular subsemigroup R of a regular semigroup 
S. The least congruence on S that contains T is described. The description is in 
closed form modulo r when R is self conjugate and r extends to a congruence on 
S. Important congruences on S such as the least inverse and least orthodox 
congruences can be explicitly described by this approach in terms of extendable 
band congruences on the idempotent generated subsemigroup. Conditions for a 
congruence on R to extend to S are given. For the special case where S is E-solid, 
the least inverse congruence on S has an especially simple description. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since there is a well-developed structure theory for inverse semigroups it 
seems reasonable to expect the least inverse congruence on a regular semi- 
group S to play an important role in the determination of the structure of 
S. However, this congruence has defied a detailed description; it is usually 
described as being the least congruence generated by some relation on S. 
A consequence of the paper is a more detailed description of this 
congruence. The description obtained is similar to (but, of course, more 
complicated than) the descriptions by Feigenbaum [2] and La Torre [lo] 
respectively of the least group congruence and least semilattice of groups 
congruence on S. 
A description is given in Section 3 of the least congruence r* on S that 
contains a given binary relation z on a full regular subsemigroup R of S. 
Various necessary and sufficient conditions are given for r to be a con- 
gruence on R that extends to a congruence p on S. When z is extendable 
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and R is also self conjugate, the description of z* is in closed form modulo 
t (that is, the description involves no closure operations). 
In Section 4 the case where p is an orthodox congruence is considered. 
The least orthodox congruence on S with a given trace is described in 
closed form; the trace of p is the restriction of p to the set of idempotents 
E of S. The construction of equivalence relations on E that are traces of 
congruences on S is considered. Such traces are obtained in a relatively 
straightforward way from the traces of congruences on the idempotent 
generated subsemigroup C of S. The least inverse congruence on S is 
described in terms of the least semilattice congruence on C. 
The results are applied in Section 5 to E-solid semigroups (that is, 
regular semigroups S in which C is a union of subgroups of S). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper S will denote an arbitrary regular semigroup. The 
set of idempotents of S is denoted by E or E(S), and the idempotent 
generated subsemigroup is denoted by C. For any a E S denote by V(a) the 
set of inverses of a in S. In S’ let V(1) = { 1 }. The sandwich set of elements 
a and b of S is 
S(a, b) = bV(ab)a. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose a, b E S, a’ E V(a), b’ E V(b), and e, f E E. Then 
(i) [ll]. S(e, f)= { p E E , pe = p = fp, epf = ef } G V(ef) n E; 
(ii) S(a, b) = S(a’a, bb’) and b’S(a, b)a’ c V(ab); 
(iii) [S]. For a congruence p on S, up is an idempotent in S/p if and 
only if S(a, a) = aV(a*)a s ap. 
Proof: Only (ii) requires proof. It is easy to verify that bV(ab)a E 
V(a’abb’) and b’V(a’abb’)a’ G V(ab) so bV(ab)a E bb’V(a’abb’) a’a G 
bV(ub)a. Hence S(a, b) = S(a’a, bb’). The inequality follows directly from 
the definitions. 
A subsemigroup R of S is full if and only if R 2 E. So C is the least full 
subsemigroup of S. For a subsemigroup R of S denote by R, the sub- 
semigroup generated by the conjugates of R in S’; 
Let C, denote the least full self-conjugate subsemigroup of S. So 
c, = c,,, . 
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose E E A E S. Then (A ) is a regular subsemigroup of 
S tf and only tf V(a) n (A ) # @ for each a E A. 
Proof Let x=a,a,...a,, where aiE A for 1 < i < n, and suppose 
a E V(a,) n (A). If n = 1 then a E V(x) n (A). So assume there exists 
b E V(a, a2 . . a, _ I ) n (A ) and proceed by induction. By Lemma 2.1 (ii), 
aS(a, a, . . a, _ 1, a,) b E V(x) n (A). Thus (A ) is regular. The converse is 
immediate. 
It follows that C is regular [3]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a full regular subsemigroup of S. Then 
(i) [9]. V(r) E R for each rE R; 
(ii) R, is a full regular subsemigroup of S. 
Proof: Clearly R, is a full subsemigroup. Suppose x E S’, x’ E V(x), 
r E R, and r’ E V(r). By Lemma 2.1 and (i), 
xS(r, x’) r’S(x, rx’)x’ E V(xrx’) n R,. 
Hence (ii) follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Let p be a congruence on S. Define the trace of p to be the restriction 
of p to E and the kernel of p to be the union of the p-classes of 
idempotents. So 
trp=plEy ker p = U { ep; e E E}. 
By Feigenbaum [2], p is uniquely determined by its trace and kernel. 
Various relations on the lattice Con S of congruences on S have been 
studied (for example, in [ 121). Use is made in this paper of the relation T 
defined by 
p TOotrp=tre; p, 8EC0n S. 
By [ 151, a T-class is a complete sublattice of Con S. Denote the least and 
greatest members of the class pT respectively by pr and p*. 
The regular semigroup S is fundamental if and only if I== I, where 1 is 
the equality relation. 
LEMMA 2.4 [4]. Zf S is fundamental then each full regular subsemigroup 
of S is fundamental. 
For a binary relation r on S the following notation is used: 
r* is the congruence on S generated by r; 
r’ is the transitive closure of r: 
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R, is the least full regular subsemigroup of S such that r E R, x R,; 
r + is the congruence on R, generated by r; 
7’={(xux’,xbx’);(a,b)E7,XES1,X’EV(X)}; 
[z] = ZCIE. 
Note that if 7 is a congruence on a full regular subsemigroup R of S then 
7* is the least congruence on S that contains 7, R, = R, 7+ = 7, R,,,, = R,, 
and 
[z] = { (xax’, xbx’) E E x E; (a, b) E tr 7, x E S’, x’ E V(x)} = [tr 71, 
since xux’ E E if and only if x’xux’x E E. 
Let R be a subsemigroup of S. A congruence 7 on R extends to S if and 
only if there is a congruence p on S such that pIR = 7; then p is an 
extension of 7 to S and 7* is the least extension of 7 to S. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let p be an extension to S of a congruence 7 on a full 
regular subsemigroup R of S. Then p T is an extension of 7T to S. 
ProoJ: Since S/pT is fundamental then so is R/( pT 1 R). Hence pT 1 R = 
(~~1~)~. But trz=tr(pl.)=tr(p’l.) so (P~I~)~=~~. 
The trace of an extendable congruence on a full regular subsemigroup of 
S is characterised in the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 7 be a congruence on a full regular subsemigroup 
R of S. The following are equivalent: 
(i) tr7= [trz]; 
(ii) zeT is an extension of 7T to S; 
(iii) tr 7 = tr 7*. 
ProoJ Clearly (ii) implies (iii). Since tr z is an equivalence relation on 
E then by [ 173 and Lemma 2.l(iii), tr 7 is the trace of a congruence on S 
if and only if for each e, f E E, x E S, and x’ E V(x), there exists a, b E E such 
that 
(e(tr z))(f(tr 7)) n E c u(tr T), x(e(tr 7))x’n EG b(tr 7). 
So (iii) implies (i). Now assume (i); so there exists p icon S with 
trp=trt.ThenrT=(pl.)TandbyLemma2.5,pTextends7T.HencepT~ 
(z’)*zz* so trpztrz*ztrt. Thus trr*=trp and therefore ~~=7*~. 
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3. LEAST CONGRUENCE EXTENSIONS 
In this section the congruence on S generated by a given binary relation 
on S is characterized, along with the least congruence on S that contains 
a given congruence on a full regular subsemigroup of S. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose a = xcy for some x, y E S I, a, c E S, and a’ E V(a), 
c’ E V(c), x’ E V(x), y’ E V(y). Then 
{ ya’ } = S(c, ya’) c’S(x, cya’ ) x’aa’, { a’x} = a’ay’S(a’xc, y) c’S( a’x, c). 
Proof. Select h E S(c, ya’) and k E S(x, cya’). By Lemma 2.1 (ii) with 
j y;l’)‘~ V(uy’) then (~a’)’ hc’kx’ E V(xcya’) = V(aa’). By Lemma 2.1(i) and 
‘1 3 
hc’kx’ = ya’( ya’)’ hc’kx’ E V(xcya’( ya’)‘) = V(aa’( ya’)‘). 
Then ya’( ya’)’ 9’aa’( ya’)’ Yhc’kx’aa’( ya’)’ E E. Also, since aa’( ya’)’ ya’ = 
aa’, then 
ya’ = ya’( ya’)’ (hc’kx’aa’( ya’)‘) ya’ = hc’kx’aa’. 
The second equality of the lemma is the dual of the first. 
The proof of the following theorem involves the basic construction of the 
paper. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let z be a binary relation on S. Then z* = {(a, 6) E S x S; 
ua = bv for some (any) u E R,,, o E C, a’ E V(a) and 6’ E V(b) such that 
(u, aa’), (v, b’b) E rc+ }. 
Proof: Suppose (a, b) E z*. By [16] there is a natural number n, 
x,, y,~Si and (c,, di)ET for 1 <j<n such that 
a=xlclyl, XidiYi=xi+lci+1Yi+l, 
x,dny,=b; ldi<n. 
(1) 
With a, = a, = a, define inductively 
where uj E V(aj). By Lemma 3.1, with 
hjeS(cj, yja;a, . ..a~~.a,~,uj) 
and 
(3) 
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where cj E V(cj) and xi E V(xj). Hence 
aj+ 1 = xjdj(hjc,!kjx,‘aja,!)aj = (xjdjhjcjkjxj’)aj. 
Note that xidjhjcjkjx; E R,,. Define for 6’ E V(b), 
(4) 
u=a,+, a’=(x,,d,,h,c~k,x~)~..(x,d,h,c;k,x;)aa’ER,,, 
(5) 
v=b’a,,,EC. 
By the inductive definition (2), a,, I = a,, 1 a’a; so by (2) and (5), 
ua=a,+,a’a=a,+,=bb’a,+,=bu. By (4), (3), and (2), 
aj+ 1 z*xjcjhjcj’kjxj’aj 
= xjcj(hjcjkjxiaja~)aj 
= xjcj(yja;a, -..a~P,aj-,ajl)aj=ajaiaj=aj. 
Hence by (5) and (2) (u, aa’), (v, b’ba’a)Ez’+. 
Recall that (a, b) ET*, so (b’b, b’ba’a)Er*. Replace a and b in (1) by b’b 
and b’ba’a, respectively, and consider the dual of the above construc- 
tion. By the dual of (5) there exists u1 E R,, and u, E C such that b’bu, = 
u, b’ba’a and as above (ul, (b’b)’ b’b), (v,, b’b(b’b)’ (b’ba’a)(b’ba’a)‘) E P, 
where (b’b)’ E V(b’b) and (b’ba’a)’ E V(b’ba’a). So b’b zc+ b’bu, = v1 b’ba’a 
zc+ b’ba’a. Now we have both (u, aa’) E rc+ and (v, b’b) E zc+. 
Conversely if ua = bv, where (u, aa’), (v, b’b) E rc+ then, since r* 2 rc and 
therefore r* 1 rc+, it follows that (a, b) E r*. The theorem is now proved. 
Remarks 3.3. (i) The condition u E C can be replaced in the theorem 
by the less restrictive condition u E R,,. The proof is not affected by this 
change. 
(ii) For a binary relation r on S, z* 2 ?+ (as noted in the proof). 
Conversely, if (a, b) E r* and a, b E R,, then with u, u as given in the 
theorem, a rc+ ua = bv z’+ b. Hence r* IR,, G T’+. Thus 
T c+ = t* (R,,. (6) 
The following result reinforces Proposition 2.6. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 7 be a congruence on a full regular subsemigroup R 
of S. Then R, = R and the following are equivalent: 
(i) z extends to a congruence on S; 
(ii) r*l,=z; 
(iii) rC+IR=~. 
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Proof. If p~Con S extends z then p zr* zz and therefore r* lR=r. 
Since r* =, rL’+ 2 t then r* 1 R = r implies rc+ 1 R = t. So assume tC+ 1 R = 5. By 
its definition R, = R, so by Remark 3.3(ii), rr+ 1 R = z* lR. Hence z* is an 
extension of r. 
The next corollary follows from the definitions and Corollary 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let t be a congruence on a serf conjugate full regular 
subsemigroup R of S that extends to S. Then R = R, = R,, and z = zc = T’+. 
Hence the description of T* in Theorem 3.2 is in closed form module z. 
These corollaries allow simplifications of the description of r* when r is 
an extendable congruence on a full regular subsemigroup of S. Now 
consider the case where r is the trace of a congruence on S. From the 
definitions 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let p be a congruence on S. Then pT= (tr p)*; further- 
more Rtr p = C and (tr p)” = (pi,&. 
Although detailed characterizations of pr exist in the literature [2, 171, 
they are complicated in that they assume knowledge of tr p and depend 
either on a derivation of ker p, or on the construction of obscure sub- 
semigroups of S. The description via Corollary 3.6 and the theorem 
assumes knowledge of the least congruence containing tr p on the sub- 
semigroup generated by the products of idempotents and their conjugates 
in S. 
4. ORTHODOX CONGRUENCES 
A congruence p on S is orthodox if and only if S/p is an orthodox semi- 
group. For a congruence p on S it is easy to see that the following are 
equivalent; p is an orthodox congruence; ker p 2 C, ; ker p 2 C; pi cm is a 
band congruence; and p I c is a band congruence. Any band is fundamental 
so by Lemma 2.5, if p is an orthodox congruence, 
Plc, = (PlCy= PTIC,Y PIC=(PIC)T=PTIC. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be an orthodox congruence on S and let 9 be the 
least orthodox congruence on S such that p T 0. Then 9 = (pi c,)* = (pi =)* 
and 
O= {(a, b)ESx S; ua= bu for some (any) UE C,, DE C, 
a’E V(a), b’E V(b), (u’)‘E V(u’), (u’)‘~ V(u’) such that 
(u(u2)’ u, aa’), (~(0~)’ u, b’b) E tr p}. 
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Proof. Note that eICm=eTIC,=~TIC,=~lc,. Hence since plc, is a 
band congruence then (pi &* is the least orthodox extension of 01 cm to S; 
that is, (pi c-)* = 8. Likewise ( p( c)* = 8. Since 81c, is a band congruence 
then by Lemma 2.l(iii) for u E C,, (a, ~(a~)’ U) E 8. So (u, au’) E 8 if and 
only if (u(u2)’ U, au’) E tr 0 = tr p. The result now follows from Theorem 3.2 
and (6), with z=pl,. 
EXAMPLES 4.2. (i) Let c be the least group congruence on S. Then 
01 c, is the universal congruence on C, . The description of (T = ([TI c,)* by 
Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.3(i) is that given in [a]. Aiternatively by 
Theorem 4.1, 
(ii) Let y be the least semilattice of groups congruence on S. Then y7 
is the least semilattice congruence on S; by [6], yT= 9* is the congruence 
on S generated by Green’s g-relation on S. We have yI c, = y T 1 c, = 
9*1c,. The description of y = (?I&* by Theorem 3.2 and Remarks 3.3(i) 
is like that in [lo]. Alternatively with y = (~1 c)*, 
y=((u,b)ESXS; uu=bu for some (any) UEC,, UEC, 
U’E V(u), b’E V(b) such that (u, au’), (u, b’b)E9*}. 
(iii) Let S be an orthodox semigroup and p be a congruence on S. 
Theorem 4.1 then describes the least congruence pr = (tr p)* in the T-class 
of p. Feigenbaum obtained a similar description in [ 11. Reilly and 
Scheiblich [ 151 have a similar result when S is an inverse semigroup. 
Given the trace of an orthodox congruence on S, Theorem 4.1 provides 
a closed-form description of the least orthodox congruence on S with that 
trace. The least orthodox congruence on S that contains a given band 
congruence on C will now be considered. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let z be a congruence on a full regular subsemigroup 
R of S. Then in the lattice of equivalence relations on E, 
trt*=tr(trz)*=([tr2]‘v&?lE)n([trt]’vYIE). 
Proof: We first show that tr r* =tr(tr T)*. Since rztr t then z* 2 
(trr)*. So tr 7* 1 tr(tr r)*. Since tr(tr r)* 2 tr r then by Proposition 2.6 and 
[13, Lemma 3.11, ((trr)*TIR=((trr)*I.)rz~Tz~. Thus (trr)*Tzr, 
and, since t* is the least congruence on S that contains z, then 
(tr r)*Tzz*. Hence tr T* c tr(tr T)*. 
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Now suppose (a, b)~ tr 7*. Then (a, b)~ (tr 7)* and by (l), for some 
xi,y,~S1 and (cj,di)Etr7, l<idn, we have 
~=xlclyI, xjd,Yj=xi+,c,+,Yj+,, 
x,d,y,,=b; l<j<n. 
(1’) 
Put 
xi = xicj yi, Yi = xidi yi, (7) 
and choose X,!E V(X,), Y; E V( Y,), xl E V(x,), and y! E V(y,) such that 
XC! xix; = Xi and Y; xixl = YI . It is easy to see that yiXz!xie I/(x:X, yi) and 
yi Yixie V(x( Yi yj). Hence since (ci, di) E tr 7 then (x:X, yj, xl Y,y,‘) E 7 and 
therefore (x$%C,X,lx,)r =(x(X, y: y,X,!x,)z is B-related to (xl YCYlxi)7 in 
R/7. This means that 
(xjxix;Yi YIXi, x; Yi YiXi), (xl Yi YIXiX~~Xi, x;xix;x,) E 7. (8) 
But xi Yi Y,!x~E so by Lemma 2.l(iii), (x; YiYlxi, L)E tr 7 for any 
fi E S(xjXiX,‘YiY;xi, x;XiX,‘YiY,!xi). Let ei = fixiXiX;xi. By (8) 
(xiXiXlxi, ei) E 7 and, since by the definition of sandwich sets, 
x:XiXixifi=fi, eiE E, so (x:XiXlxi, ei) E tr 7. It follows that ( Yi Yl, xifjxi), 
(X,X;, xiejxi) E [tr 73. Furthermore, eifi =fi and fiei = ei, so 
(xiejxi)(xifixi) = xie,fixl = xifixi, (xifixi)(xieix;) = xieixi. 
From this discussion we now have 
a WIEX,X;, X,X! [tr 71 xieixl WIEXifiXi [tr 71 YiY;, 
yjq ~lE~j+l~;+l~ y,,Y:, WI.6 1 <i<n, 1 <j<n. 
Thus tr 7* c [tr 71’ v WI,. Dually tr 7* E [tr 71’ v LkIE. 
By [12, Lemma 2.61, tr 7* = (tr 7* v %?I,) n (tr 7* v 911). Since tr 7* 2 
[trr] then tr7*~([tr7]‘~~~~)n([trz]‘v~~,). The proposition is 
now proved. 
By Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.3, for a band congruence 7 on C, the 
least congruence 7* (necessarily orthodox) on S that contains 7 can be 
described in terms of joins and meets of the equivalence relations 
[tr r]‘, 91!lE and 91E. 
A semigroup is W-unipotent if and only if each of its W-classes contains 
exactly one idempotent. An W-unipotent semigroup is clearly orthodox. 
A semigroup is an inverse semigroup if and only if it is both 9- and 
9-unipotent. An &?-unipotent band is commonly known as a left regular 
band [14]. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let z be a left (or right) regular band congruence on C. 
Then tr r* = [tr t]‘. 
Proof This follows since [tr r] z tr r 2 WI E. 
The results of this paper lead to relatively simple descriptions of some 
important congruences on S in terms of equivalence relations on sub- 
semigroups. 
Consider the least inverse congruence a on S. Let B be the least semilat- 
tice congruence on C. Since a congruence p on S is an inverse congruence 
if and only if pi c is a semilattice congruence then u = p*. In fact, since IX/OL= 
is an idempotent separating congruence on S/a, then aT is an inverse 
congruence; by Corollary 3.6, along with Corollary 4.4 then 
c( = cl== (tr IX)*, tr CI = [tr /I]‘. (9) 
So Theorem 4.1 gives a closed form description of c1 modulo [tr p]‘. 
Similarly the least &?-unitary congruence on S can be described in terms 
of the trace of the least left regular band congruence on C, while the least 
orthodox congruence on S can be described in terms of the least band con- 
gruence on C together with 2’IE and %!lE. 
Since any congruence on S is determined by its trace and kernel, the 
following observation is relevant. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let a and 6 be respectively the least inverse and least 
orthodox cogruences on S. For any congruence 0 on S such that a E 0 E 6 
then ker 8 is the least full self-conjugate subsemigroup of S that is also the 
kernel of a congruence on S. 
Proof By [7], ker u = ker 6. It is easy to see that the subsemigroup of 
S described in the Lemma is ker 6. 
5. E-SOLID SEMIGROUPS 
The semigroup S is completely regular if and only if it is a union of its 
subgroups; that is, each X-class of S is a subgroup of S. The study of con- 
gruences on a completely regular semigroup S has been relatively fruitful; 
in particular the least inverse congruence on S has 91 E for its trace and C, 
for its kernel [7, 181. In this section a generalisation of completely regular 
semigroups is considered. The regular semigroup S is E-solid if and only if 
C is completely regular (see [4]). The following proposition and its 
corollaries were partly proved by T. E. Hall in a supplement o [19]; in 
[19] E-solid semigroups were called quasi-orthodox (in [S], Hall extends 
his results to locally E-solid semigroups). 
481/137/l-12 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let S be an E-solid semigroup with least inverse 
congruence a. Then ~5.9 and tru=yl.oalE. 
Proof: Since C is completely regular then 2’ c 0.2’( c is the g-relation 
on C and is therefore the least semilattice congruence on C. By (9), 
tr a= [tr(Ylco&?lc)]‘= [21Eo%lElr. It suffices to show [y\E~%?\E] = 
9 I E 0 %? E; that a z 9 is an immediate consequence. 
Suppose (a, b)E [ylEo%?lE]. Then a=xcx’ and b=xdx’ for some 
(c,d)E=WEoWmxES1, and X’E V(x). Then (x’ax, x’bx)E91E091E, 
since 81 c 0 $221 o is a congruence on C. So there exists e E E such that x’ax 
221 E e &?. I E x’bx. Then a = xx’axx’ 9 I E xex’ 91 c xx’bxx’ = b, so (a, b) E 
Y),o%!\,. But by definition [21EoalE] z21E~%‘)IE. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let S be an E-solid semigroup with least inverse 
congruence a. Then C, = C, = ker a and C,. is a completely regular 
subsemigroup of S. 
Proof. Suppose b E ker a. Then there exists a E E such that (a, b) E a. By 
Theorem 4.1, ua = bv for some u E C,, v E C, 6’ E V(b), and (v*)’ E V(v*) 
such that (v(v*)’ v, b’b) E tr a. By Proposition 5.1 then b’b Y e 9 v(v*)’ v 
for some e E E, and therefore b’b(v(v*)’ v)e = b’be = b’b. Consequently 
b = bv(v*)’ ve = ua(v*)’ ve E C,, and hence ker a E C,. But by Lemma 4.5, 
kerazC,zCC,, so kera=C,=C,. For any XEC, there existsf,geE 
such that f 2’1 ,-,x .91c, g; since ale, is a semilattice congruence and it 
therefore contains the g-relation on C,, then (f, g) E tr(a1 c-J = tr a. So by 
Proposition 5.1 then e 91, h WI, g for some h E E. Thus x is X-related in 
C, to the idempotent h. So C, is completely regular. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let S be an E-solid semigroup with least inverse 
congruence a. Then al cg is the g-relation on C,. 
Proof: The least semilattice congruence on C, is its g-relation 
~lcc,~~lc,. Its trace is ~lE~~lE=tra=tr(al.m). Since ale, is also 
II 
semilattice congruence then aI=, = (alc-JT = (91C,09flCm)T = 
c,“acm. 
Proposition 4.3 can be refined when S is E-solid. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let S be an E-solid semigroup with least inverse 
congruence a. Let z be a congruence on C such that T E aI c. Then 
Proof: The result is by a simplification of the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
Suppose (a, b) E tr T* and Eq. (1’) holds. As in (7), Xi= XiCiyi and Yi= 
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x,d, y,; these are in ker r*. So by Corollary 5.2, Xi, Yie C, and by 
Corollary 5.3, since IX? t*, then Xi and Yi are g-related to a in C,. 
Because C, is a completely regular semigroup there is an Xi E V(Xi) and 
Y,! E V( Yi) such that X,! = Xi)xix:, Yi = Y1! xix; and Xi 9 Yi. Then 
(Xi&, Yi Y;) E ZIE and therefore (XiXiXiXi, xi Yi Y,‘x,) E 91,. But by (8) 
these idempotents are &?-related modulo r, so (xiX,X,‘x,, xl Yi Yixi) E tr z. 
It now follows from (1’) that 
a=XIX~,XiX~ ([trr]nJZ[J YjYi, YjY,!=Xi+iXj+i, Y,YL9?lEb, 
for l<i<n, l<j<n. Hence trz*c([trz]n~~,)‘oWI.E[trz]‘o~~I.. 
Dually tr r* c [tr z]‘o 9’1 E. By Proposition 4.3, tr z* 3 ([tr 71’0 WIE) n 
(Ctr rl’o~ld 
Note that this proof also shows that 
These results lead to relatively simple descriptions of some congruences, 
including the least orthodox and least inverse congruences on an E-solid 
semigroup. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let S be an E-solid semigroup with least inverse 
congruence a. Let t be a band congruence on C such that z E aI c. Then 
T* = ((a, b) E S x S; ua = bv for some (any) u E C,, v E C, 
a’ E V(a), b’ E V(b), (u*)’ E V(u’), (v’)’ E V(v’) such that 
(u(d)’ u, aa’), (v(v2)’ v, b’b) E [tr r]‘} 
={(a,b)~(Zip.[trz]‘o2’)n(9o[trz]’~9);ab’~C,forsome 
(any) b’E V(b)}. 
Proof: Consider the description of r* given by Theorem 4.1. Suppose 
a, b, u, and v satisfy that description, with (u(u2)’ U, au”) E tr r* for 
some a” E V(a). By Proposition 5.4 there is an e E E such that u(u’)‘u 
[tr z]‘e WI.&‘. Hence there exists U’E V(a) such that (u(u’)‘u, aa’)E 
[tr z]‘. Dually there exists 6’ E V(b) such that (v(v2)’ v, b’b) E [tr r]‘. Since 
[tr 21’s tr z*, we have the first equality. 
By [12, Corollary 2.141, 
z*= {(a,b)~(9’~trr*~~~trt*~~)n(9~trr*o~~trr*~~); 
ab’E ker r* for some (any) b’ E V(b)}. 
By Corollary 5.2, ker T* = C,. Since z* c (al c)* = a then by Corollary 5.3, 
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t* lc is under the s-relation on C. Since C is a completely regular 
semigroup then r*~c~p49~c=9’~c~z*~c (for if a r*lox Ylcb then 
a 91 c bx’xa’a z* 1 c bx’x = b, where x’ E V(x) and b’ E V(b)). Again since 
C is completely regular, this restricts to E, giving tr z* 0 9 0 tr z* c 
tr r* 0 9’. Hence by Proposition 5.4, 
The dual statement completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let a be the least inverse congruence on an E-solid 
semigroup S and let 6 be the s-relation on C,.. Then 
cc={(a,b)~S~S;ua=bvforsome(any)u~C,,v~C,a’~V(a), 
and b’ E V(b) such that (u, aa’), (u, b’b) E S} 
={(a,b)~(~~o~~O~)n(ao~~,OW);ub’~C,forsome 
(any) b’ E V(b)}. 
Proof Let T = 6 I =. Since C, is completely regular, T is the least semi- 
lattice congruence on C, so a = T* and (u, aa’) E 6 if and only if 
(u(u’)’ U, au’) E 61, for any (u2)’ E V(u’). By Corollary 4.4 and Proposi- 
tion 5.1, [trz]‘=tra=~l.oW(.=61,. The result is now by 
Corollary 5.5. 
The following example indicates the special nature of these results for 
E-solid semigroups. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let S be a completely O-simple semigroup defined as a 
Rees matrix semigroup S = A’( {e}; Z, I; P), where Z= { 1,2, 3) and 
1 0 0 
P= ( 1 1 0. 0 0 1  
Let ,4={(1,1),(2,1),(2,2),(3,3)} be a subset of ZxZ. Then 
(e, i, ,?.)(e, j cl) #O if and only if (2, j)~ A. It follows that E= (0) u 
{(e, i, A); (4 4 E A}, and C= E u {(e, 2, l)}. Furthermore, if (e, h, T)E 
I/((e, j, PL)) then (e, j, p)(e, 4 ANe, k 7) E (0, (e, j, T)> E E. Hen= C, = 
c,=c. 
Let a be the least inverse congruence on S. Since (e, 1, 1) WIE 
(e, 1,2) 27, (e, 2,2) then (e, 1, 1) a (e, 2,2), so (e, 1, 1) a (e, 1, l)(e, 2,2) a 
0. Thus a combines the two g-classes of S and therefore a = Sx S. It 
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follows that S = ker u # C, . So the conclusions of Proposition 5.1 and 
Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3 do not apply to this example. 
Now let r be the least semilattice congruence on C. The classes of z are 
C\{ (e, 3,3)} and {(e, 3,3)}. We have tl= z*, yet 01 is not an extension of 
z (the opposite is the case for E-solid semigroups). 
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